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Sleep-Enabled Roadside Units for 
Motorway Vehicular Networks 
 
Samya Bhattacharya1, Bilal R. Qazi, Adnan Muhtar, Wanod Kumar and Jaafar M. H. 
Elmirghani 
 
 
Abstract 
 
In this paper, we introduce a number of generic sleep mechanisms for energy 
saving at the vehicular roadside units (RSUs). Since random sleep cycles (sleep 
cycles type-I) were already introduced before, we term the introduced mechanisms 
sleep cycles (type-II, III, IV, V, VI). Each sleep cycles type arranges the service and 
sleep sequences distinctively to yield various levels of energy savings and average 
packet delay. A generic analytic model for the roadside unit (RSU) with such sleep 
cycles is proposed using G/G/1/K G-vacation queuing, where real vehicular traffic 
profiles and packet size measurements are utilised. The performance evaluation 
reveals that with one of the proposed sleep cycles (type-IV), the RSU achieves 68% 
energy savings and 7.3 ms average packet delay over the day, resulting in 
respective improvements of 10% and 28% compared to the existing random sleep 
cycles. These improvements have been achieved under a very conservative 
operating delay bound for audio conferencing applications. However, modern 
compression and codecs, due to their leniency on Quality of Service (QoS), would 
potentially enable higher energy savings through the proposed sleep cycles. 
 
Index Terms 
 
Embedded states, energy, quality of service (QoS), queuing, roadside unit (RSU), 
sleep cycles, queue vacations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
With the emerging trends of connected vehicles, the growth of vehicular 
communication networks comes at a critical time where existing communication 
technologies are already consuming significant amounts of energy, and 
environmental concerns are increasingly gaining importance [1]. On one hand, a 
looming spectrum shortage reduces the likelihood of the use of incumbent cellular 
networks to support multimedia communications in vehicular networks. On the other 
hand, extensive cellular base station (BS) deployment to support ubiquitous 
vehicular network coverage is rendered impractical due to the difficulty of providing 
high data rates at lower overall costs while maintaining the required quality of service 
(QoS) [2]. The QoS in a network is measured using certain parameters such as end-
to-end latency, average packet delay, delay variation (jitter), and packet loss. 
Ubiquitous vehicular communication can nevertheless be achieved [3] through 
heterogeneous use of micro cells served by roadside units (RSUs) within a macro 
cell [4] where the RSUs enable higher data rates [2]. The roadside units (RSUs) are 
dedicated wireless communication devices which communicate with vehicles within 
short range and therefore provide each other with information, such as safety 
warnings, locations and traffic. Such architecture can become part of the 5G 
offerings. It can reduce the overall energy consumption of the network [2] where the 
locations and numbers of RSUs/BSs are pre-optimised from performance and 
energy perspectives. 
 
However, further operational energy savings in an RSU/BS may be possible by 
utilising sleep mechanisms, where the transmitting circuitry is switched off to set the 
transceiver into low energy state [4], [5], [6], [7]. Such sleep strategies could be 
impractical for base station only scenarios due to the large coverage, long resource 
activation time and high overheads that may arise from the ping-pong effect of 
consistently turning a BS ON and OFF [8]. 
 
Even though an RSU performs somewhat similar operations to that of a BS, it does 
so at a much smaller scale making it feasible to switch into low power state and then 
back to the fully operational state in a relatively small time. Thus, the switching 
overhead is remarkably low compared to that of a BS. 
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Please note that in this paper, we considered the primary types of sleep cycles 
developed taking into consideration the very basic types of traffic variations. There 
might be sleep cycles either with fixed time duration or sporadic nature or sleep 
cycles that follow some probabilistic distribution. However, these are all incremental 
and minor variations of the basic types proposed here. 
 
The key contributions in this paper are: 
1) Introduction of five new sleep mechanisms and their comparisons 
2) Introduction of the new G-vacation concept to queuing theory 
3) A workable (closed form) generic model for these sleep mechanisms 
4) Analyses of these six sleep mechanisms (including the existing one) in a 
vehicular roadside unit 
 
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: Related work is presented in 
Section 2. In Section 3, the sleep cycles operating scenario is discussed in the 
context of a typical motorway vehicular network. Section 4 describes the delay 
minimisation technique at the CHs. In Section 5, different types of sleep cycles are 
introduced and subsequently an analytic model for the RSU is developed with the 
proposed sleep cycles. Section 6 discusses the performance results in terms of QoS 
and energy savings at the RSU. Finally, the paper concludes in Section 7. 
 
 
2. RELATED WORK 
 
A number of studies showed that by considering a sleep strategy at a node during 
its inactivity, a certain amount of energy can be saved [2], [5], [9], [12], [13], [14], [15]. 
Sleep strategies in the recent past have been introduced as a solution to reduce the 
network power consumption as they do not need a complete overhaul of network 
devices and protocols. In [12], [13], the authors proposed sleep strategies for the 
line-cards in the routers depending upon the backbone traffic. The heuristic in [12] 
achieved 79% reduction in backbone energy consumption, which was achieved at 
the typical low link utilisation (30%) in the Internet Service Providers (ISPs) 
backbone. Such major reduction may not be feasible in wireless and mobile 
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networks (e.g. cellular or vehicular) as they are not intrinsically over-provisioned and 
the link quality which depends upon the varying wireless channel, makes such 
networks susceptible to degraded QoS. Nevertheless, several research groups 
around the world are considering various sleep strategies to make cellular networks 
more energy efficient [2], [14], [15]. 
 
In [14], the authors proposed dynamic switching for a BS in low traffic conditions. 
However, fast switching may not be feasible to accommodate transient traffic 
behaviour because of the number of operations a large BS has to perform [8]. The 
problems are compounded in such an approach when considered for vehicular 
networks characterised by their very high mobility. In another study [15], the authors 
studied a periodic sleep strategy for cellular networks, which led to 46% reduction in 
operating energy expenditure. However, the architecture proposed was of the multi-
layered type and deployed a cell breathing technique. Again, the cell breathing 
solution with its incurred overhead cannot accommodate fast user movement and 
variation in traffic demand, making it inapplicable for vehicular networks, especially in 
a motorway environment. Hence, a macro-micro cellular structure is considered in 
this paper, where a number of micro-cells are served by the Access Points (APs) / 
Roadside Units (RSUs) within a macro-cell served by a BS [4], making it feasible to 
operate various sleep strategies for energy savings at the APs/RSUs. One such 
strategy is sleep cycles where an RSU switches OFF only its transmitter part for a 
randomly distributed time duration when there is no request to serve [9]. The RSU 
remains in such mode for the entire time duration (randomly generated with a certain 
mean value) even if packets are waiting to be served, thus degrading the system 
performance. Similarly a random sleep strategy was utilised in [10], which resulted in 
an unacceptable average packet delay [10] for audio-conferencing applications [11]. 
Moreover, saving energy through sleep cycles at the RSU incurs wake-up 
overheads, associated with each sleep cycle [9]. Therefore, there is a need to 
introduce various types of sleep cycles which not only improve the QoS but also 
reduce the wake-up overhead while maximising energy savings at the RSU in a 
motorway vehicular environment. These redefine the performance analysis of such 
systems from both QoS and energy perspectives and call for the development of 
analytic vacation queuing models. 
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Security and privacy are important in vehicular networks as for the first time 
external remote users can gain access to vehicles and their systems. With RSUs 
responding to users behaviour and demands through entering into / exiting sleep 
mechanisms, new attack scenarios can be envisaged and security and privacy in the 
presence of sleep mechanisms warrants further study. It is worth noting here for 
example the temporal and rate privacy concepts in [16]. 
 
Traditionally, queuing theory based models were extensively used in predicting the 
QoS of access networks with little emphasis on vacation queues. In [17], an M/M/c 
queue was analysed with queue length independent random vacations of the servers 
and their impact on average system delay and utilisation were studied. In [9], the 
authors studied two types of random vacations where the vacation duration was 
Negative exponential distributed using (1) queue length independent vacations to 
model the wireless channel impairments, and (2) queue length dependent vacations 
to model random sleep cycles (type-I). Both the arrival and the service discipline of 
packets were assumed to be memory-less Poisson type as a simplistic case. Hence, 
the respective scenarios were modelled as M/M/c and M/M/1/K queues with random 
vacations. Since both of these scenarios can be represented using simplistic Markov 
Chains, a Matrix Geometric Method (MGM) was adopted to solve these Markov 
Chains. In [10], the authors utilised the same random sleep cycles (type-I) at the 
CHs to save energy in a vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication scenario. The 
arrival of the packets at the CHs was considered Poisson distributed. Since packet 
size distribution was considered random as a simplistic case, the service duration 
and vacation duration followed Negative exponential distributions. Hence, each CH 
was modelled as an M/M/1/K queue with random queue length dependent sleep 
cycles. However, to the best of our knowledge, General distributed packet arrival 
along with General distributed service discipline and various types of General 
distributed sleep cycles have not been considered or studied in conjunction. 
 
Classification of Vacations 
The authors in [9] proposed a sleep strategy which reduced the power 
consumption of the RSU by switching OFF only its transmitter part for a randomly 
distributed time duration when there is no request to serve. The RSU remained in 
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sleep mode for a fixed time duration (randomly generated with a certain mean value) 
even if packets were waiting to be served. Upon waking up, the RSU served the 
arrived packets (if any) and switched back to sleep mode when the buffer became 
empty. This mechanism was called random sleep cycles. The same random sleep 
cycles were utilised in [10], which resulted in an unacceptable average packet delay 
for audio-conferencing applications [11]. For ease of reference, the random sleep 
cycles introduced in [9], [10] are termed sleep cycles type-I in this paper. These 
types of sleep cycles degrade the system performance when a large number of 
packets wait to be served. Since energy saving through sleep cycles of type-I was 
achieved at the expense of degraded QoS [10] and incurred wake-up overheads, 
associated with each sleep cycle [9], there is a need to improve QoS and reduce 
wake-up overhead while maximising energy savings. Hence, different types of sleep 
cycles need to be explored in the context of QoS and energy savings at the RSU. 
 
The authors in [10] utilised sleep cycles type-I to save energy at the cluster head 
(CH) vehicles in a pure vehicle to vehicle (V2V) scenario while deteriorating QoS, 
and ignoring the effects on end-to-end performance. If the QoS bound is not met at 
the cluster heads (CHs), then the introduction of any sleep strategy at the RSU will 
be meaningless. Therefore, to study the end-to-end performance of a hybrid 
vehicular network we first introduce sleep cycles type-II at the cluster head (CH) 
within a cluster, which prematurely terminates a sleep cycle to improve the QoS at 
the CHs. Such a termination is crucial as it enables the study of different types of 
sleep cycles for energy savings at the RSU and their impact on QoS. 
 
From the performance modelling perspective, sleep cycles can be represented by 
special types of vacations. Vacations can be synchronous or asynchronous. 
Synchronous vacations mean that all the servers go into vacations at the same time 
regardless of the arrival of the packets. Asynchronous vacation means that the 
servers can randomly go into vacations. An asynchronous vacation can be queue 
length dependent as well, where the server goes into a vacation only when there is 
no packet waiting in the queue. The vacations and sleep cycles types are illustrated 
in Figure 1. Descriptions of different types of sleep cycles are given in Section 3 
(type-I and type-II) and Section 5 (type-III to V). It should be noted that the sleep 
cycles Type-I and II work at the cluster heads only while the other sleep cycles (type 
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III to VI) work at the RSU. The packet arrival at the cluster head is Poisson 
distributed while that at the RSU is General distributed. Sleep cycles Type-I need 
delay minimisation since the sleep duration is random and traffic independent. Thus, 
it is not suitable for the RSU. Sleep cycles Type-II follows the traffic (an ideal case) 
and therefore its switching overhead is high. Thus, it is also impractical for the RSU. 
 
                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.  Classification of vacations. 
 
 
3. THE STUDIED SCENARIO 
 
The studied vehicle to roadside (V2R) communication scenario, shown in Figure 
2(a), uses micro/pico-cells served by the RSUs within a macro cell that enables 
higher data rates [2]. The RSUs are typically spaced 1 km apart along a 3 lane 
motorway stretch, which is in line with the Wireless Access for Vehicular 
Environment (WAVE) standard [18]. In [10], [19],  the authors considered a V2V 
scenario where the CHs in a double cluster head (DCH) scheme were responsible 
for the formation/deformation, synchronisation and communication within the 
clusters. Such a setup makes the handovers between micro-cells transparent to the 
RSUs. In this double cluster head scheme, a vehicle (node) can perform four 
Vacations [27]
Asynchronous
Queue Length
Dependent
(Sleep Cycles)
Sleep Cycles Type-I 
[9], [10]
Sleep Cycles Type-II, Type-
III,
Type-IV, Type-V, Type-VI
(Introduced in this paper)
Queue Length
Independent [8]
Synchronous
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possible roles: 1) cluster member (CLM); 2) cluster head 1 (CLH1) (situated near the 
front end of the transmission range limit); 3) cluster head 2 (CLH2) (located near the 
rear end of the transmission range limit); and 4) undecided state (acts as an 
independent entity  not a part of any cluster). The transmission range, which 
governs the communication between the vehicles and the information exchange 
between them, is assumed to be R metres. The value of R can be varied in 
accordance with the amount of traffic at different times of the day. Vehicular traffic 
can be categorised into high, moderate and low vehicular traffic flow. Two or more 
nodes can form a cluster as long as they are all in each others vicinity which is 
determined by the range R. Two nodes, within the range R, with the largest distance 
between them are chosen to be cluster head 1 (CLH1) and cluster head 2 (CLH2). 
All the other nodes within that range become cluster members. Another vehicle (e.g. 
Vehicle C) coming into the vicinity of any cluster head (e.g. CLH1) is checked if it is 
also in the range of the other cluster head (e.g. CLH2) of the same cluster. If it is and 
is found to have a larger distance compared to CLH1, then Vehicle C takes over the 
role of the cluster head (CLH1) and the previous CLH1 node becomes a cluster 
member. Otherwise, Vehicle C becomes a cluster member and communicates via 
CLH1. Each time a new cluster is created, the cluster heads allocate a cluster ID to 
the member vehicles in order to facilitate better communication. 
 
In this paper, we focus on the end-to-end performance of the proposed scenario 
where a CH communicates with an RSU, which in turn connects to the main BS 
(Figure 2(a)), to access external resources such as the Internet. The vehicles in the 
motorway generate Poisson traffic with General distributed packet sizes [20]. Then a 
MAC (Medium Access Control) protocol operates at the CHs and each vehicle is 
allocated a time slot. The resultant packet stream at the output of the CHs is the 
input to the RSU. Since we aim to introduce energy savings at the RSUs while 
keeping the end-to-end QoS within acceptable bounds, any sleep strategy at the 
RSU will be meaningless as the maximum individual packet delay at the CH(s) was 
already unacceptable [10] for audio-conferencing [11]. Therefore, we first introduce 
sleep cycles type-II at the CHs, which improves the QoS, leading to the study of 
various types of sleep cycles at the RSU. Energy saving is maximised at the RSU 
while maintaining stringent bounds on the end-to-end QoS (packet blocking 
probability 鶏喋帳態帳 within 5% [9] and maximum individual packet delay 経陳銚掴帳態帳  within 32 
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ms [11]). Our approach enables us to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
sleep cycles under very stringent operating bounds (required for audio 
conferencing), though modern compression and codes allow more leniency on 
packet delay [21]. Without loss of generality, we only consider the up-link 
communication between the CH and the macro-BS (via RSU) as end-to-end, 
assuming that the macro-BSs are optically inter-connected. The coverage of the 
RSU is assumed to be 1 km, which is in line with the Wireless Access in Vehicular 
Environments (WAVE) standard [22]. Vehicular traffic densities from the M4 
motorway, UK (Figure 2(b)) and real packet size distribution from [20] have been 
utilised to analyse the performance of the system. As we are interested in finding the 
fundamental limits of the end-to-end QoS and energy savings at the RSU through 
various types of sleep cycles, a collision and contention free MAC and idealistic 
wireless channel have been considered. In earlier work, we studied vehicular MAC 
performance [23] and channel impact [9]. 
 
CLUSTER CLUSTER
Main Basestation
General Packet 
Arrival
General Packet 
Arrival
Proposed RSU 
with sleep cycles G/G/1 queue
 (b) Vehicular density. 
 (a) Proposed RSU architecture.
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Figure 2.  The studied scenario. 
 
 
4. AVERAGE PACKET DELAY MINIMISATION AT THE CLUSTER HEADS 
 
In this section we first define sleep cycles type-I and type-II, which are used at the 
cluster heads, as follows: 
 
1. Sleep Cycles Type-I (Random sleep cycles): In these types of sleep cycles, 
an entity (e.g. RSU) switches to sleep mode when there is no packet to serve. 
The sleep duration is Negative exponential distributed with a certain mean. An 
RSU with these sleep cycles can be modelled as an M/M/1/K queue with M-
vacation where 警 stands for the memoryless property. 
 
2. Sleep Cycles Type-II (Follow the traffic): In these types of sleep cycles, an 
entity (e.g. RSU) switches to sleep mode when there is no packet to serve. 
However, as soon as a packet arrives, it wakes up to serve the packet. These 
sleep cycles can be modelled as an M/M/1/K queue without any vacation. 
Since we use real packet sizes in this work instead of arbitrary packet sizes, 
an M/G/1/K queue is used instead. 
 
In [10], the packet blocking probability was bounded at 5% at each hour of the day 
to maximise energy savings through random sleep cycles (type-I) at the CH. 
However, the average packet delay exceeded [10] the maximum individual packet 
delay bound for audio-conferencing (i.e. 32 ms [11]), which implies that the individual 
packets delay was substantially higher than the already out of bound average packet 
delay. Hence, the average packet delay at the CHs needs to be minimised in order 
to maintain the end-to-end maximum individual packet delay bound for audio-
conferencing [11], one of the necessary and most demanding bounds. Since the 
RSUs have large buffer capacity, the packet blocking probability is negligible at the 
RSU. 
 
For ease of flow, we first reproduce the model equations of [10] with explanations 
in Section 4-A, which correspond to (1)-(17). Secondly, a minimum buffer size is 
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obtained considering real packet size distribution to maintain the packet blocking 
probability at 0.05. To improve the average packet delay, we introduce sleep cycles 
type-II, which readily terminates the sleep mode as soon as a packet arrives. Such a 
termination at the CH is crucial to decrease the average packet delay. The CH 
parameters for the studied scenario are shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1:  Cluster Head (CH) parameters [10]. 
Parameter Notation Value 
Up-link channel data rate 穴追 6 Mbps per CH [24] 
No of vehicles in a cluster 撃 3 to 36 [10] 
Data generation rate per vehicle 穴痛 320 kbps [25] 
Average packet size 鶏鎚 867.4 Bytes [20] 
Average packet arrival rate per CH 膏 穴痛【岫鶏鎚 抜 ぱ 抜 に岻 packets/s 
Average packet service rate 航 穴追【岫鶏鎚 抜 ぱ岻 packets/s 
                                                  
 
 
A. Cluster Head Model 
 
In [10], an analytic M/M/1/K queuing model with random sleep cycles (sleep cycles 
type-I) for a CH was solved to obtain expressions for packet blocking probability (鶏喋) 
and average packet delay (激). In the above queuing model, the first 警 stands for 
Poisson distributed packet arrival, the second 警 stands for Negative exponential 
distributed service discipline, な corresponds to one server i.e. the transmitter of the 
CH and 計 stands for the buffer size (i.e. the number of packets including the packet 
in service) of the CH. 
 
Each CH in [10] served 撃" 噺 に vehicles within the cluster with a mean rate of "航 packets/s, where an negative exponential distributed service discipline was 
considered. The packet arrival at each CH was considered Poisson distributed with a 
mean rate of 膏 packets/s per vehicle. The states of the CH at the embedded 
transition points were represented by the number of packets in the CH (waiting and 
in-service) immediately after the embedded time point and the nature of the 
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embedded point (i.e. whether it was either a service completion or a sleep cycle 
completion). 
Figure 3. Embedded state diagram of the CH (for 計 噺 ね). 
 
The CH state at the 件痛朕 embedded point is represented by (券沈"┸ 剛沈), where 
 券沈 = number of packets in the CH just after the 件痛朕 embedded point and 剛沈 = 0 if the 件痛朕 embedded point was a sleep cycle completion, 剛沈 = 1 if the 件痛朕 embedded point was a service completion. 
Considering the system in equilibrium, let 圏賃, 倦" 噺 "ど┸な┸┼ ┸ 計 be the probability of the 
state (倦, ど) and 堅賃 , 倦" 噺 "ど┸な┸┼ ┸ 岫計 伐 な岻 be the probability of the state (倦┸ な) at the 
embedded points. Note that 堅賃  is only defined till 倦" 噺 岫計 伐 な岻 since the system, just 
after a service completion, cannot be in state 計. Let 血珍 (倹" 噺 "ど┸ な┸ ┼ ┸タ) be the 
probability of 倹 packet arrivals in the system within a sleep cycle. The probability 血珍 
can be obtained as a continuous summation of the products of the probability of 倹 
packet arrivals during a sleep cycle duration 建 and the probability that a sleep cycle is 
of time duration 建, where 建 varies from ど to な. The probability 血珍 can be expressed as 血珍 噺 完 岾楠敗禰鉄 峇乳珍┿著待 "結貸岾楠敗禰鉄 峇血聴岫建岻穴建""""""""倹" 噺 "ど┸ な┸ ┼ ┸タ                                (1) 
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where 血聴"岫建岻 噺 " 怠聴違 "結貸迭縄拍痛 denotes the probability density function (pdf) of the Negative 
exponential distributed sleep durations (sleep cycles) with mean duration 鯨違. Let 糠珍 噺岫倹" 噺 "ど┸ な┸ ┼ ┸タ岻 be similarly defined as the probability of 倹 packet arrivals in a service 
time, which can be expressed as    糠珍 噺 完 岫楠敗禰鉄 岻乳珍┿著待 "結貸岾楠敗禰鉄 峇決岫建岻穴建""""""""倹" 噺 "ど┸ な┸ ┼ ┸タ                                (2) 
 
where 決岫建岻 噺 "航結貸禎痛" denotes the probability density function (pdf) of the service 
durations. Equation (2) denotes a continuous summation of the products of the 
probability of 倹 packets arriving during a service duration 建 and the probability that a 
service duration is of time period 建, where 建 varies from ど to な. The transition 
equations are written as 圏賃 噺 岫圏待 髪 堅待"岻"血賃""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""倦" 噺 "ど┸ な┸ ┼ ┸ 岫計 伐 な岻                      (3) 圏懲 噺 岫圏待 髪 堅待"岻 デ 血賃著賃退懲 """"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""倦" 噺 "計                     (4) 堅賃 噺 デ "盤圏珍 髪 堅珍 "匪 "苅賃貸珍袋怠賃袋怠珍退怠 """""""""""""""""""倦" 噺 "ど┸ な┸ ┼ ┸ 岫計 伐 に岻                    (5) 堅懲貸怠 噺 圏懲 髪"デ "盤圏珍 髪 堅珍 "匪"デ 苅賃著賃退懲貸珍賃貸怠珍退怠 """"""""""""""倦" 噺 "計 伐 な                    (6) 
where 圏待 and 堅待 represent the probabilities of the system being empty after a sleep 
cycle completion and a service completion respectively. Equation (3) denotes the 
probability of 倦 packet arrivals during a sleep cycle when the CH was initially empty. 
Similarly, (4) denotes the probability of 計 packets in the CH during a sleep cycle, 
which can only occur through 計"or more than 計 arrivals. Equation (5) denotes the 
probability of 倦 packets in the system during a service period. This can only happen 
in 倦" 髪 "な mutually exclusive ways, each of which denotes 倦" 髪 "な 伐 倹 packet arrivals 
during a service period after the "倹痛朕 embedded point. Equation (6) is obtained in a 
similar fashion. The embedded state diagram for four packets in the CH is shown in 
Figure 3, which helps us to visualise (3)-(6). Summing up the probabilities of all 
possible states, we obtain "デ "圏珍 髪""デ "堅珍 噺 な懲貸怠珍退待懲珍退待 """"""""""""                                           (7) 
To solve (3)-(7) recursively for 圏賃 , 堅賃, we define an intermediate variable  紅賃 "岫倦" 噺 "ど┸ な┸ ┼ ┸ 計 伐 な岻 
as 紅賃"" 噺" 槌入袋追入槌轍袋追轍 "                                                           (8) 
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It is a ratio of the probability of the CH having 倦 packets to the probability of the CH 
being empty. Using (3) and (5), (8) is recursively defined as 紅待"" 噺 な, 紅怠"" 噺 庭轍""貸捗轍底轍 , 紅賃"" 噺 岫槌轍袋追轍岻捗入"袋デ "岫槌乳袋追乳岻入甜迭乳転迭 底入貼乳甜迭岫槌轍袋追轍岻 , 紅賃袋怠"" 噺"庭入""貸捗入"貸デ "入乳転迭 庭乳""底入貼乳甜迭底轍 .           倦" 噺 "に┸┼ ┸ 計 伐 な     (9) 
Substituting (3), (4), (8) in (7), we obtain 岫圏待 髪 堅待岻布 血賃"著賃退懲 " 髪 布 "圏賃 髪懲貸怠賃退待 布堅珍懲貸怠珍退待 噺 な 岫圏待 髪 堅待岻 崛布 血賃"著賃退懲 " 髪 な 髪 布 "紅賃懲貸怠賃退怠 崑 噺 な 
Using 紅待" 噺 な, the probability of the system being empty (圏待 髪 堅待) is expressed as 圏待 髪 堅待 噺 怠範デ 捗入"屯入転凪 袋デ "庭入凪貼迭入転迭 飯"                                         (10) 
 
Substituting the value of 圏待 髪 堅待 from (10) in (3) and (4), we find 圏賃, 倦" 噺 "ど┸な┸ ┼ ┸ 計. 
Further, using these values of 圏賃 and values of 倦┸ we obtain 堅賃, 倦" 噺 "ど┸な┸┼ ┸ 岫計 伐 な岻 
as 堅賃 噺" 岫圏待 髪 堅待岻紅賃 伐 圏賃          倦" 噺 "ど┸な┸┼ ┸ 岫計 伐 な岻                  (11) 
The probabilities, 圏賃"and 堅賃, are now used to compute the QoS and energy 
parameters of the system. Let 貢頂 be defined as the carried load, i.e. the probability 
that the CH is busy at an arbitrary time. Analysing all the intervals between 
successive embedded points over a long time duration (say 劇), we conclude that 貢頂 噺" ØÆŒ鐸蝦著 デ œ̋ø©Æ̊̋"ßÆŒ̋œ"Æº"劇デ œØ̋̋ı"̊°̊Ø̋"ßÆŒ̋œ"Æº"劇 髪"デ œ̋ø©Æ̊̋"ßÆŒ̋œ"Æº"劇"" 噺 岫怠貸槌轍貸追轍岻諜博岫槌轍袋追轍岻聴違袋岫怠貸槌轍貸追轍岻諜博                                                                      (12) 
where 隙博 噺 な 航斑   is the mean service time. The offered load, 貢 in this case, is defined 
as び 噺 蝶態 膏隙博                                                    (13) 
Using (12) and (13), the packet blocking probability, 鶏喋, can be obtained as  
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鶏喋 噺 茶貸茶迩茶                                                    (14) 
In order to determine the other performance parameters like the average packet 
delay, 激 and the number of packets in the CH, 軽, we define a quantity, 経, which is 
the mean time between successive embedded points of the above analysis, when 
the system is in equilibrium. The mean time can either be mean sleep duration with 
an occurrence probability equal to the probability that the CH is empty or mean 
service duration with an occurrence probability of CH not empty. Therefore, we write 経 噺 岫圏待 髪 堅待岻鯨違 髪 "岫な 伐 圏待 伐 堅待岻隙博                                 (15) 
Using (15), 軽 and 激 are, respectively, given as 軽 噺 態蝶碇帖デ 倹堅珍懲貸怠珍退怠 髪 計 岾諦貸諦迩諦 峇                                         (16) 激 噺 態朝蝶碇岫怠貸牒遁岻                                                               (17) 
Since both 鶏喋 and 激 are dependent upon the buffer size as shown in the above 
model, it is evident that a small buffer results in a lower packet delay but a higher 
packet blocking probability whereas a large buffer results in a lower packet blocking 
probability but a higher packet delay. Therefore, we need to: (a) determine the 
minimum buffer size of the CH which maintains 鶏喋 at ど┻どの throughout the day; and 
(b) minimise the average packet delay by introducing sleep cycles type-II (Section 4-
B). As a first step to achieve (a), we substitute 圏待 髪 堅待 from (10) in (12), then 貢頂 "from 
(12) in (14) and subsequently rearrange (14), in terms of buffer size 計 as デ 血賃"著賃退懲 " 髪 デ "紅賃懲貸怠賃退待 噺 怠貸楠敗鉄 岫怠貸沢遁岻岫諜博貸聴違岻怠貸楠敗鉄 "諜博岫怠貸沢遁岻                                (18) 
With the maximum number of vehicles (撃" 噺 "撃陳銚掴) representing the busiest hour, the 
offered load 貢 becomes highest i.e."貢鱈叩淡. If we set 鯨違 噺 ど"by assuming CH does not 
sleep at the highest load, the minimum buffer size should be able to maintain 鶏喋 噺ど┻どの". It is evident that with a lower load 鶏喋 is less than ど┻どの, so that the mean sleep 
cycle duration 鯨違 can be tuned (maximised) to obtain 鶏喋 噺 ど┻どの". Thus, we set 鯨違 噺 ど" 
and 鶏喋 噺 ど┻どの" and substitute all the known parameters in (18) to solve for 計, which 
belongs to the index of (18). Therefore, the equation needs to be iteratively solved to 
obtain the minimum buffer size. We denote the minimum buffer size as 計陳沈津勅掴椎 for 
Negative exponential distributed service discipline. For real packet size distribution 
[20], the service duration becomes General distributed. Hence, the minimum buffer 
size 計陳沈津直勅津 for General distributed service discipline cannot be deduced from the 
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above mentioned queuing model of CH. Hence, we use a two moment 
approximation method [26], [27] to obtain 計陳沈津直勅津 in terms of 計陳沈津勅掴椎 as 計陳沈津直勅津 "噺 "計陳沈津勅掴椎 髪軽荊軽劇"岷"ど┻の"岫"潔鎚態 伐 な岻"紐"貢鱈叩淡"計陳沈津勅掴椎                    (19) 
where 潔鎚態 is the squared coefficient of variation of the service time distribution and 軽荊軽劇 refer to the nearest integer function. With the above mentioned parameters, 
we get 計陳沈津勅掴椎 噺 なね and 計陳沈津直勅津 噺 など. This can be explained as follows. Since, the 
variance of the real packet size distribution [20] is lower than that for the case of 
Negative exponential (random) packet size distribution for a given fixed data rate, the 
buffer has to accommodate much lower variations in the former case. Hence, the 
required minimum buffer size is smaller for real packet size distribution (i.e. 計陳沈津直勅津 隼計陳沈津勅掴椎). 
 
B. Sleep cycles type-II at the CH for delay minimisation 
 
A sleep cycle can be described by two attributes: (1) The time epoch - the entity 
(CH/RSU) switches to sleep; and (2) The time duration - through which the entity 
remains in sleep. Both can be tuned for performance enhancement. Having 
determined the required minimum buffer size of a CH, we modify the random sleep 
cycle (sleep cycle type-I) [10] of a CH as follows: 
 
A CH switches to sleep mode if there is no packet in it and remains in sleep mode 
as long as no packet arrives. As soon as a packet arrives at the buffer of the CH, the 
CH immediately wakes up and starts serving. If a packet arrives during the service, 
the CH does not switch to sleep mode until it has served all the buffered packets. We 
term these types of sleep cycles sleep cycles type-II. Since sleep cycles type-II 
exactly follow traffic variation, these types of sleep cycles is transparent to both 
arrival and departure of traffic. From the above definition, it follows that the pdf of 
sleep cycles type-II is the pdf of the packet inter-arrival time at the CH. Therefore, a 
system with such sleep cycles behaves as though there are no sleep cycles 
operating, unless the switching overhead is considered when determining the energy 
savings. A cluster head is a vehicle having large battery (~40 Ah) that supplies 
electrical energy. Thus, the communication energy consumption of the vehicle is 
negligible compared to its electrical energy consumption. Therefore, the sleep cycles 
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type-II is introduced only to improve the QoS at the CH. The sleep switching 
overhead is discussed in the context of RSU in Section 5-B and its impact on energy 
savings is evaluated in Section 6. 
 
The performance, in terms of packet blocking probability 鶏喋 and average packet 
delay 激, at a CH is evaluated with sleep cycles type-I and sleep cycles type-II as 
shown in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b). The analytic results are verified through 
simulations. These exhibit the same trend of vehicular density since sleep cycles 
type-II is transparent to QoS. With sleep cycles type-I, 鶏喋 was maintained around 
0.05 throughout the day, however at the expense of higher 激. Since the packets are 
served immediately in the case of sleep cycles type-II, 鶏喋 is considerably improved. 
Only at the busiest hour (17:00 hour), 鶏喋 reaches the threshold (i.e. 0.05). Note that 
at 17:00 hour, the behaviour of the CH becomes similar for both types of sleep 
cycles as CH seldom sleeps. 
 
With sleep cycles type-I, 激 reduces with an increase in the number of vehicles 
because the CHs seldom sleep and thus serve all the buffered packets quickly. On 
the other hand 激 reaches ねど"兼嫌 during off-peak hours which is unacceptable for 
audio-conferencing [11]. With sleep cycles type-II, 激 reduces to a maximum of の┻ぱ"兼嫌 with an average of に┻は"兼嫌 throughout the day. Thus, we infer that sleep cycles 
type-II improve both packet blocking probability and average packet delay compared 
to sleep cycles type-I, since the former follows traffic. However, if the packet sizes 
are small and the packet arrivals are frequent, then the number of sleeps i.e. the 
sleep count increases considerably. Since each sleep cycle incurs wakeup overhead 
energy, the energy savings reduce considerably. In fact, it may be possible that in 
some cases the sleep cycles achieve no energy savings or even negative energy 
savings i.e. increased energy consumption. This can occurs due to frequent 
switching, which results in considerable overheads. This motivates us to study 
different types of sleep cycles at the RSU for energy savings. Hence, subsequent 
analysis on the RSU is based on the output traffic from the CHs, which utilise sleep 
cycles type-II since sleep cycles type-I at the CHs led to unacceptable average 
packet delay (Figure 4(b)). 
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5. ENERGY SAVINGS AT THE RSU 
 
To achieve energy savings through sleep cycles, in this section we study different 
types of sleep cycles at the RSU, and develop their respective simulation and 
analytic models. 
(a) Packet blocking probability at a CH.              (b) Average packet delay at a CH. 
Figure 4.  Performance at a CH with sleep cycles type-I and type-II. 
 
Here, we formally define four types of sleep cycles, namely sleep cycles type-III, 
sleep cycles type-IV, sleep cycles type-V and sleep cycles type-VI. Their operation is 
shown in Figure 5. The timing diagram example of Figure 5 is carefully designed so 
that there are packet arrivals during service as well as no arrival during service. This 
distinguishes between the modified and unmodified versions of sleep cycles. Further, 
the figure clearly shows the sleep count (wake-up overhead) associated with each of 
these sleep cycles. 
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Figure 5.  Timing diagrams of the proposed sleep cycles at the RSU. 
 
Sleep Cycles Type-III (Time based burst accumulation): In these types of 
sleep cycles, an entity (e.g. RSU) switches to sleep mode when there is no packet to 
serve. However, as soon as the first packet arrives, it starts a timer of fixed duration 
but continues the sleep mode. As soon as the time elapses, the entity wakes up to 
serve the arrived packets. During service if another packet arrives, it (and all 
subsequent packets) have to wait for the next wake-up turn. Therefore, the packet 
arrival process at the RSU and the vacations are independent of each other and are 
General distributed. Thus, a G/G/1/K G-vacation queuing model is used for the RSU 
with sleep cycles type-III. Here, G stands for General distributed vacations, whose 
mean and variance are determined by the timer duration and packet arrival process. 
 
The implemented sleep cycles type-III algorithm works as follows: If a packet 
arrives during a sleep cycle, the RSU accumulates the arrived packets for a certain 
time duration 経陳銚掴眺聴腸 , which starts from the arrival of the first packet of a new burst. 
During the accumulation process, the RSU remains in sleep mode. Upon reaching 経陳銚掴眺聴腸  of the first packet, the RSU wakes up and starts serving the burst (i.e. all the 
packets that arrived during the sleep mode (packet a and b in Figure 5). While the 
RSU is in service of the burst, if another packet arrives (packet c in Figure 5), the 
waiting timer starts. Upon service completion, if the waiting timer has reached time 
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duration 経陳銚掴眺聴腸 , the RSU starts serving the waiting burst (packet c and d in Figure 5). 
Otherwise, it switches to sleep mode until the time duration 経陳銚掴眺聴腸  elapses. These 
types of sleep cycles limit the maximum individual packet delay. 
 
Sleep Cycles Type-IV (Modified time based burst accumulation): In these 
types of sleep cycles, an entity (e.g. RSU) switches to sleep mode when there is no 
packet to serve. As soon as the first packet arrives, it starts a timer of fixed duration 
but continues the sleep mode. As soon as the time elapses, the entity wakes up to 
serve the packets. So far, this is identical to the sleep cycles type-III. However, the 
main difference between type-III and type-IV is that type-III switches back to sleep 
mode after serving a burst while type-IV continues serving until there is no packets 
waiting to be served before switching back to sleep mode. Similarly, the RSU with 
these sleep cycles are modelled as a G/G/1/K G-vacation queue as well but with 
different vacations mean and variance. 
 
From the implementation point of view, these types of sleep cycles operate similar 
to the sleep cycles type-III with the following exception. Upon service completion, if 
the RSU finds even one packet in its buffer, it starts serving that packet and the 
subsequent packets (e.g. packet a, b ,c in Figure 5), which may have arrived during 
the service even if the time duration 経陳銚掴眺聴腸   for the first packet has not elapsed. Thus, 
unlike sleep cycles type-III, the RSU, while in service, does not switch to sleep mode 
until all the packets that have arrived are served regardless of the waiting timer 
reaching 経陳銚掴眺聴腸 . For example in Figure 5, packets a, b, c are served with type-IV 
instead of packets a, b in type-III. 
 
Sleep Cycles Type-V (Length based burst accumulation): In these types of 
sleep cycles, an entity (e.g. RSU) switches to sleep mode when there is no packet to 
serve. As soon as the first packet arrives, it starts a counter to count the number of 
packets in the buffer but continues the sleep mode. As soon as the buffer length 
reaches a certain number of packets, the entity wakes up to serve that many packets 
and switches back to sleep mode until another burst of the packets is accumulated. 
The RSU with these sleep cycles are modelled as a G/G/1/K G-vacation queue with 
different parameters. 
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In sleep cycles type-V, the RSU accumulates 詣 packets in its buffer before it starts 
processing them. During the accumulation process, the RSU remains in sleep mode. 
Upon service completion, if another 詣 packets wait in the buffer, the RSU serves 
them as well. Otherwise, it switches to sleep mode until 詣 packets are accumulated. 
It is intuitive that sleep cycles type-V deteriorate the delay of some sparsely arriving 
packets (at low load) at the expense of higher sleep duration (hence, higher energy 
savings). For example in Figure 5, the RSU serves the packets a, b, c, d and then 
switches to sleep mode. It wakes up only when another burst (packet e, f, g, h) is 
accumulated. 
 
Sleep Cycles Type-VI (Modified length based burst accumulation): This is 
similar to type-V. However, after serving the predetermined number of packets, it 
does not switch to sleep mode till the buffer is empty. These sleep cycles are 
modelled as a G/G/1/K G-vacation queue with different parameters. 
 
These types of sleep cycles operate similar to sleep cycles type-V with the 
following exception. Upon service completion, if the RSU finds even one packet in its 
buffer, it starts serving that packet (and subsequently all the remaining packets in the 
burst even if it did not accumulate L packets. Thus, it does not switch to sleep mode 
until all the packets that have arrived are served, similar to the case of sleep cycles 
type-IV. For example in Figure 5, the RSU serves the packets a, b, c, d, e and then 
switches to sleep mode. It wakes up to serve another burst (packet f, g, h, i). 
 
Implementation setup for the RSU with various types of sleep cycles: The 
implementation of sleep cycles type-III/IV and type-V/VI at the RSU are shown in 
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively where the RSU can either be in service or 
in sleep mode. The algorithms accumulate individual packet delay 穴, sleep count 軽聴嫗 
and sleep duration 鯨鳥 to obtain average packet delay 激嫗 and net energy savings 継津勅痛眺聴腸. The input to Algorithm 1 is the maximum individual packet delay 経陳銚掴眺聴腸   at the 
RSU whereas the input to Algorithm 2 is the number of accumulated packets"詣, 
required to wake up the RSU. 
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In Algorithm 1, the RSU remains in sleep mode accumulating sleep duration 鯨鳥 
until the first arrived packet has waited up to 経陳銚掴眺聴腸  . The RSU switches to service 
mode and starts serving the packet(s) in the buffer. After serving the burst, the RSU 
switches back to sleep mode regardless of newly arrived packets (while the RSU 
was in service) unless the newly arrived first packet has waited up to 経陳銚掴眺聴腸  in the 
case of sleep cycles type-III. In contrast in the case of sleep cycles type-IV, the RSU 
does not switch back to sleep mode until the buffer is completely empty (i.e. served 
all the packets that have newly arrived while in service regardless of their waiting 
times). Here, 鶏痛眺聴腸 is the transmission power while 継栂待眺聴腸 is the wakeup overhead. 
 
As shown in Algorithm 2, the RSU remains in sleep mode until the buffer 
accumulates 詣 packets. The RSU switches to service mode and starts serving 詣 
packets in the buffer. If the buffer accumulated another burst of 詣 packets before the 
RSU finishes serving the previous 詣 packets, the RSU will also serve that burst 
before switching back to sleep mode. If the number of accumulated packets was less 
than 詣 at the time the RSU finished serving the previous burst, the RSU switches to 
sleep mode without serving newly arrived packets in the case of sleep cycles type-V. 
On the contrary in the case of sleep cycles type-VI, the RSU does not switch back to 
sleep mode until the buffer is completely empty (i.e. served all the newly arrived 
packets while in service regardless of their number). In each sleep cycles type, sleep 
counter 軽聴嫗 determines the number of times the RSU switches to sleep mode. This 
accounts for the energy overhead associated with respective sleep cycles types. 
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Algorithm 1: Sleep cycles type-III/IV. 
 
 
Models of sleep cycles type-III, type-IV, type-V and type-VI: The vehicles in the 
motorway generate Poisson traffic with General distributed packet sizes. A MAC 
(Medium Access Control) protocol was implemented by simulation in the CHs where 
each vehicle is allocated a time slot. This allowed the packets at the output of the 
CHs to be determined, which is the input to the RSU. Then the sleep cycles were 
    input : 経陳銚掴眺聴腸  
    output: 激嫗┸ 軽聴嫗┸ 継津勅痛眺聴腸 
1  begin 
2               鯨鳥 ┸ 軽聴嫗┸ 穴┸ 建┸ 軽剣頚血鶏欠潔倦結建嫌 華 ど┹ 
3               while all packets NOT served do 
4                          if RSU in SLEEP then  
5                                     increment"鯨鳥; 
6                                    if packet(s) arrived then   
7                                            increment t,d; 
8                                            if 嗣 噺 経陳銚掴眺聴腸  then 
9                                                       set RSU to SERVICE; 
10                                                     t華 ど┹ 
11                                          end 
12                                  end 
13                        else if RSU in SERVICE then 
14                                   start serving arrived packet(s); 
15                                  increment"穴; 
16                                  if arrived packet(s) served then 
17                                            set RSU to SLEEP; 
18                                            increment 軽聴嫗; 
19                                  else 
20                                            if new packet(s) arrived then 
21                                                        case SLEEP TYPE-III: 
22                                                                 increment t; 
23                                                                 if 建 噺 経陳銚掴眺聴腸  then 
24                                                                            start serving newly arrived packet(s); 
25                                                                            t華0; 
26                                                                 end 
27                                                        end 
28                                                        case SLEEP TYPE-IV; 
29                                                                 if arrived packet(s) served then 
30                                                                            start serving newly arrived packet(s); 
31                                                                 end 
32                                                        end 
33                                            end 
34                                   end 
35                         end 
36                         increment NoOfPackets; 
37              end 
38              compute 激╆ 噺 穴【軽剣頚血鶏欠潔倦結建嫌┹ 
39              compute 継津勅痛眺聴腸 噺 岫鯨鳥 ゲ 鶏痛眺聴腸岻 伐 岫軽聴嫗 ゲ 継栂墜眺聴腸岻┹ 
40  end 
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implemented in the simulation to generate 3000 samples of sleep durations of each 
type (III, IV, V and VI) with minimum and maximum number of vehicles (which 
correspond to extreme load conditions) as shown in Figure 6.  
 
(a) Sleep Cycles Type-III.                                 (b) Sleep Cycles Type-IV. 
 
(c) Sleep Cycles Type-V.                                   (d) Sleep Cycles Type-VI. 
Figure 6.  Sleep cycles data of the RSU. Minimum and maximum numbers of vehicles are 4 
and 37 which corresponds to the lightest and heaviest traffic conditions respectively along 
the 1 km stretch of the motorway. 
 
With the minimum number of vehicles, the inter arrival time for packets is large 
and randomly distributed (see Appendix A). Thus in such load, the first packet of a 
burst waits for a maximum of 経陳銚掴眺聴腸  (i.e."なの"兼嫌) before being serviced in sleep cycles 
type-III and IV. Hence, the corresponding sleep distributions are spread beyond 15 
ms as shown in Figure 6(a) and Figure 6(b). In case of sleep cycles type-III, a small 
portion of the sleep distribution spreads below"なの"兼嫌. This is due to the rare 
occurrence of packet arrival during service, which causes the RSU to sleep less 
than"なの"兼嫌. This is also illustrated in the timing diagram (Figure 5). In contrast, with 
the maximum number of vehicles, the probability of having a packet arrival as soon 
as the RSU sleeps is very high due to frequent packet arrival. This results in the 
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distribution of sleep type-III to be steeper with a spread not exceeding"なの"兼嫌. Hence, 
the mean sleep duration becomes less than なの"兼嫌. In sleep cycles type-IV, the RSU 
does not sleep until the buffer is empty as shown in Figure 5. This results in the RSU 
always sleeping greater than or equal to 経陳銚掴眺聴腸  (i.e. なの"兼嫌), as shown in Figure 6(b), 
regardless of the traffic load i.e. the number of vehicles. Since the packet arrival is 
very frequent with the maximum number of vehicles, a packet arrives as soon as the 
RSU switches to sleep mode resulting in RSU mostly sleeping for 経陳銚掴眺聴腸  (i.e. なの"兼嫌). 
Therefore, the sleep distribution is steep with a narrow spread, which indicates that 
the sleep process tends to be mostly deterministic. In sleep cycles type-V and type-
VI, the RSU, while in sleep mode, accumulates a specific number of packets 
regardless of their arrival time (please refer to Figure 5). With the minimum number 
of vehicles in sleep cycles type-V and type-VI, the spread of the sleep distributions is 
large because the inter-arrival time is large and randomly distributed (see Appendix 
A), whereas, with the maximum number of vehicles, the RSU quickly accumulates 詣 
packets. Thus, the mean sleep duration reduces considerably as shown in Figure 
6(c). With sleep cycles type-VI, the RSU cannot sleep until the buffer is empty. This 
marginally shifts the sleep distribution curve to the left as shown in Figure 6(d), 
resulting in a slightly lower mean sleep duration compared to that of the sleep cycles 
type-V. 
 
Since the packet arrival process is General distributed (as shown in Appendix A) 
and the sleep mechanism depends upon arrival and service characteristics, the 
sleep durations of each type do not follow any specific distribution and are thus 
General distributed. Modelling sleep pdfs with accurate distributions increases 
computational complexity. Further, the model for the RSU loses its generality as it 
becomes sleep type dependent. Thus, we use a probabilistic mixture of Deterministic 
and Negative exponential (Det-Neg) distribution to represent the sleep pdf of these 
proposed types of sleep cycles. Although it is not a full re-creation of the distribution 
as it uses only the first two moments of a distribution rather than the whole 
distribution, but it makes the model generic and provides a workable engineered 
solution. The Det-Neg distribution of sleep cycles can be expressed as  血聴弔帳朝岫鯨違┸ 喧┸ 建岻 "噺 "喧絞岫建 伐 鯨違岻 髪 岫な 伐 喧岻 怠聴違 "結貸禰縄拍""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""(20) 
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where 喧 denotes the proportion of mixture (ど" 判 喧" 判 な) i.e. the degree of 
superposition of Deterministic and Negative exponential pdf, and 絞 is the Dirac-delta 
function. 
Algorithm 2: Sleep cycles type-V/VI. 
 
The mean and variance of the sleep cycles can be obtained as 警結欠券"岫血聴弔帳朝岫鯨違┸ 喧┸ 建岻岻 "噺 "喧鯨違 髪 岫な 伐 喧岻鯨違 噺 鯨違""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""(21) 
and 
     input : 詣 
    output: 激嫗┸ 軽聴嫗┸ 継津勅痛眺聴腸 
1  begin 
2               鯨鳥┸ 軽聴嫗┸ 穴┸ 軽椎┸ 軽剣頚血鶏欠潔倦結建嫌 華 ど┹ 
3               while all packets NOT served do 
4                          if RSU in SLEEP then  
5                                     increment"鯨鳥; 
6                                    if packet(s) arrived then   
7                                            increment 軽椎┸ 穴; 
8                                            if 軽使 噺 詣 then 
9                                                       set RSU to SERVICE; 
10                                                     軽椎 華 ど┹ 
11                                          end 
12                                  end 
13                        else if RSU in SERVICE then 
14                                   start serving arrived packet(s); 
15                                  increment"穴; 
16                                  if arrived packet(s) served then 
17                                            set RSU to SLEEP; 
18                                            increment 軽聴嫗; 
19                                  else 
20                                            if new packet(s) arrived then 
21                                                        case SLEEP TYPE-V: 
22                                                                 increment 軽椎; 
23                                                                 if 軽椎 噺 詣 then 
24                                                                            start serving newly arrived packet(s); 
25                                                                            軽椎 華0; 
26                                                                 end 
27                                                        end 
28                                                        case SLEEP TYPE-IV; 
29                                                                 if arrived packet(s) served then 
30                                                                            start serving newly arrived packet(s); 
31                                                                 end 
32                                                        end 
33                                            end 
34                                   end 
35                         end 
36                         increment NoOfPackets; 
37              end 
38              compute 激╆ 噺 穴【軽剣頚血鶏欠潔倦結建嫌┹ 
39              compute 継津勅痛眺聴腸 噺 岫鯨鳥 ゲ 鶏痛眺聴腸岻 伐 岫軽聴嫗 ゲ 継栂墜眺聴腸岻┹ 
40  end 
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撃欠堅"岫血聴弔帳朝岫鯨違┸ 喧┸ 建岻岻 "噺 "喧┻ 撃欠堅岫絞岫建 伐 鯨違岻岻 髪 岫な 伐 喧岻鯨違態""""""""""""" """""""""噺 " 岫な 伐 喧岻鯨違態"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""(22) 
respectively. From the sleep cycles data, we compute mean and variance of each 
type of sleep cycles corresponding to minimum, average, maximum number of 
vehicles and in each case find out 喧 by solving (21) and (22). 
 
B. Analytic Model for the RSU with Various Types of Sleep Cycles 
 
The packets generated by the vehicles are of different sizes i.e. 64 Byte (ACK), 
580 Byte (Video), 1500 Byte (maximum Ethernet size) etc. [20]. They do not follow 
any specific distribution and are thus considered General distributed. As we recall 
from Figure 2(a), each CH is given a time slot to communicate in. Therefore, the 
traffic arriving at the RSU is a mixture of the two traffic streams, where each stream 
is General distributed. The arrival process is shown in Appendix A. Similarly, the 
service duration of the packets is also general distributed (non-identical to the arrival 
process). Hence, the RSU is modelled as a queue of type 罫【罫【な【計 as shown in 
Figure 7. Furthermore, the sleep cycles at the RSU are also general distributed as 
discussed earlier. As mentioned earlier, these sleep cycles can be represented by 
General distributed vacations from a performance modelling perspective. The exact 
solution of such queuing model with General distributed vacations is not analytically 
possible, to the best of our knowledge. In the literature, only approximate bounds on 
average packet delay are obtained under different traffic conditions for much simpler 罫【罫【な queues and 警【罫【な【計 queues with vacations [28], [29]. Therefore, in this 
section, we obtain analytic bounds for the average packet delay and energy savings 
of the 罫【罫【な【計" 罫-vacation queue (representing the proposed RSU). 
 
 
Figure 7. Queuing model for the RSU. 
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The analysis presented in Section 4-A yields the system (CH) states at the 
embedded points. Since the packet arrivals were considered memoryless Poisson 
process (holds the PASTA property [30]) and the random service durations were 
initially considered in Section 4-A, the system state at any arbitrary time point 
becomes identical to that of the embedded time point. However, in the case of 
General packet arrival and General service discipline, the state probabilities at any 
arbitrary time point are different from that of an embedded time point, therefore, need 
to be obtained. 
 
For General distributed packet inter-arrival time, let the probability of the 倹痛朕 packet 
arrival be expressed as 罫彫凋脹"岫倹┸ 膏嫗┸ 建岻 where the mean arrival rate of packets is 
denoted as 膏嫗 so that the mean number of arrivals during time 建""becomes 膏旺建. The 
General distributed sleep cycle duration can be represented with mean 鯨違, pdf 血聴弔帳朝"岫建岻 and cumulative distribution function (cdf) 血聴弔帳朝"岫建岻. Furthermore, the General 
distributed service duration of the packets can be represented with mean 隙博 "噺 航貸怠 , 
pdf 決"弔帳朝岫建岻 and cdf 稽"弔帳朝岫建岻. We assume that the RSU has a large buffer, which can 
hold a maximum of 計嫗 packets (including the packet being served). Let the state 
probabilities, 芸賃"岫倦" 噺 "ど┸ な┸ ┼ ┸ 計嫗岻"and 迎賃"岫倦" 噺 "な┸ ┼ ┸ 計嫗岻"be defined at any arbitrary 
time instant as 
 芸賃 噺 鶏堅剣決"岶"倦"ı̇̊Ł̋ßœ"Æº"ß̶̋"œ°œß̋Œ┹ "̌Æ©̋º"ß̶̋"œ̋ø©̋ø"Æœ"̊-øø̋ºßØ°"Æº"̇"œØ̋̋ı"̊°̊Ø̋岼 迎賃 噺 鶏堅剣決"岶"倦"ı̇̊Ł̋ßœ"Æº"ß̶̋"œ°œß̋Œ┹ "̌Æ©̋º"ß̶̋"œ̋ø©̋ø"Æœ"̊-øø̋ºßØ°"Æº"œ̋ø©Æ̊̋岼"""""""""""""" 
 
The probability of 倹 or more packet arrivals at the RSU during a sleep cycle can be 
expressed as 繋珍 噺 布血沈著沈退珍噺 布豹 罫彫凋脹岫件┸ 膏嫗┸ 建岻血聴弔帳朝岫建岻穴建著待著沈退珍噺 豹 罫彫凋脹岫倹 伐 な┸ 膏嫗┸ 建岻 峪な 伐 繋聴弔帳朝岫建岻鯨違 崋 膏嫗穴建著待  
                       (23) 
Therefore, 
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布繋珍 噺 布布血沈著沈退珍著珍退怠著珍退怠 噺 岫血怠 髪 血態 髪橋髪タ岻 髪 岫血態 髪 血戴 髪橋髪タ岻髪 岫血戴 髪 血替 髪橋髪タ岻 髪橋髪タ 噺 血怠 髪 に血態 髪 ぬ血戴髪┻ ┻ ┻ 髪タ噺布件血沈著沈退怠噺膏嫗鯨違 
(24) 
which is the expected number of arrivals during a sleep cycle. Since, the pdf of any 
time interval 捲 within a sleep cycle can be expressed using the residual time 
argument as 釆怠貸庁縄奈曇灘岫痛岻聴違 挽. Similarly, the probability of 倹 or more packet arrival at the 
RSU during a service duration can be expressed as 畦珍 噺 布糠沈著沈退珍噺 布豹 罫彫凋脹岫件┸ 膏嫗┸ 建岻決弔帳朝岫建岻穴建著待著沈退珍噺豹 罫彫凋脹岫倹 伐 な┸ 膏嫗┸ 建岻 峪な 伐 稽弔帳朝岫建岻隙博 崋 膏嫗穴建著待  
(25) 
Therefore, 布畦珍著珍退怠 噺 布布糠沈著沈退珍著珍退怠噺布件糠沈著沈退怠噺 膏嫗隙博噺 貢 
(26) 
where 貢 is the offered load. Equations (23) and (24) represent new transition 
probabilities as the arrival is now not Poisson distributed. Therefore, the evaluation 
of the transition probabilities at the embedded points is not valid for all time points. In 
order to determine 芸賃, let us consider any arbitrary time epoch 酵 within a sleep cycle 
such that there are 倦 packet arrivals during the time interval 捲 between the start of 
the sleep cycle and 酵 as shown in Figure 8. The probability of 倦 arrivals in time 
duration 捲 is 罫彫凋脹"岫倹┸ 膏嫗┸ 捲岻. The pdf of the time interval 捲 can be expressed from the 
residual life property as"怠貸庁縄奈曇灘岫掴岻聴違   [30]. The probability of selecting a sleep cycle is 
(な 伐 び頂), where び頂 is the carried load. 
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Figure 8. Timing diagram for the G/G/1 queuing model of the RSU. 
 
Therefore, 芸賃 噺 岫な 伐 貢頂岻 完 罫彫凋脹岫倦┸ 膏嫗┸ 捲岻 釆怠貸庁縄奈曇灘岫痛岻聴違 挽 穴捲著待              倦 噺 ど┸┼ ┸ 計嫗 伐 な    (27) 噺 岫な 伐 貢頂岻デ 完 罫彫凋脹岫倦┸ 膏嫗┸ 捲岻 釆怠貸庁縄奈曇灘岫痛岻聴違 挽 穴捲著待著賃退懲嫦    倦 噺 計                    (28) 噺 岾怠貸諦迩碇嫦聴違 峇繋賃袋怠                                                       倦 噺 ど┸┼ ┸ 計嫗 伐 な    (29) 噺 岾怠貸諦迩碇嫦聴違 峇 盤デ 繋賃著賃退懲嫦袋怠 匪                                       倦 噺 計嫗 [from (23)] (30) 
 
Using (3) and (4), we write デ 圏珍 噺 岫圏待 髪 堅待岻繋賃懲嫦珍退賃                                                   倦 噺 な┸┼ ┸ 計嫗              (31) 
     
Using (31), (30) can be rewritten as 芸賃 噺 岾怠貸諦迩碇嫦聴違 峇 怠岫槌轍袋追轍岻デ 圏珍懲嫦珍退賃袋怠                                              倦 噺 ど┸┼ ┸ 計嫗 伐 な"
 噺 岫槌轍袋追轍岻聴違碇嫦聴違岷岫怠貸槌轍貸追轍岻諜嫦袋岫槌轍袋追轍岻峅 な盤圏ど髪堅ど匪              [from (12)]       (32) 
                     デ 圏珍 噺懲嫦珍退賃袋怠 怠碇嫦帖デ 圏珍懲嫦珍退賃袋怠                               倦 噺 ど┸┼ ┸ 計嫗 伐 な               (33) 
 [from (15)] 
Using (31), we simplify (30) for 倦 噺 計嫗 to obtain 芸賃 噺 怠貸諦迩碇嫦聴違 峙膏嫗鯨違 伐 怠槌轍袋追轍デ デ 圏珍懲嫦珍退賃懲嫦賃退怠 峩      倦 噺 計嫗                            (34) 噺 な 伐 貢頂 伐 怠碇嫦帖デ 倹圏珍懲嫦珍退怠         倦 噺 計嫗" [from (12) and (15)] (35) 
To find 迎賃, we similarly consider any arbitrary time epoch 酵嫗 within a service duration 
such that there are 倦 packets arrivals during the time interval 捲嫗 between the start of 
the service period and 酵嫗 as shown in Figure 8. Now, the probability of selecting a 
service duration is 貢頂. Given that the service period has to start with a non-empty 
queue, the probability of it starting with 倹 packets in the system is 槌乳袋追乳怠貸槌轍貸追轍 for 倹" 噺"な┸┼ ┸ 計嫗 伐 な"æø" 槌凪嫦怠貸槌轍貸追轍" for 倹 噺 計嫗. The probability of 倦 伐 倹 arrivals of packets in the 
τ
'τ
'ττ
x 'x
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time interval 捲嫗 can be given as 罫彫凋脹"岫倦 伐 倹┸ 膏嫗┸ 捲嫗岻.The pdf of the time interval 捲嫗 can 
be expressed from the residual life property [30] as 
怠貸喋奈曇灘岫掴嫦岻諜博 . 
Therefore, 迎賃 噺 貢頂 デ 岾 槌乳袋追乳怠貸槌轍貸追轍峇賃珍退怠 ┻ 完 罫彫凋脹岫倦 伐 倹┸ 膏嫗┸ 捲嫗岻 峙怠貸喋奈曇灘岫掴嫦岻諜博 峩 穴捲嫗著待                          (36) 倦 噺 な┸┼ ┸ 計嫗 伐 な 
 噺 貢頂 岾 槌入怠貸槌轍貸追轍峇 髪 貢頂 デ 岾 槌乳袋追乳怠貸槌轍貸追轍峇懲嫦貸怠珍退怠 岾デ 完 罫彫凋脹岫倦┸ 膏嫗┸ 捲嫗岻 峙怠貸喋奈曇灘岫掴嫦岻諜博 峩 穴捲嫗著待著賃退懲嫦貸珍 峇                 (37) 倦 噺 計  
Using 貢 噺 膏嫗隙博 and (25), we simplify (37) as 迎賃 噺 諦迩諦 デ 岾 槌乳袋追乳怠貸槌轍貸追轍峇賃珍退怠 畦賃貸珍袋怠"""""""""""""""""""""倦 噺 な┸┼ ┸ 計嫗 伐 な                                   (38) 噺 貢頂 岾 槌凪嫦怠貸槌轍貸追轍峇 髪 岾諦迩諦 デ 岾 槌乳袋追乳怠貸槌轍貸追轍峇懲嫦貸怠珍退怠 デ 畦賃著賃退懲嫦貸珍袋怠 峇                     倦 噺 計           (39)                      
Using the values of 圏珍 "岫倹" 噺 "ど┸ ┼ ┸ 計嫗岻" and 堅珍 "岫倹" 噺 "ど┸ ┼ ┸ 計嫗 伐 な岻 obtained earlier in 
Section 4-A, which denote the state probabilities at the embedded points, (33), (35) 
and (39), we obtain 芸珍 "岫倹 噺 "ど┸┼ ┸ 計嫗岻 and 迎珍"岫倹" 噺 "な┸ ┼ ┸ 計嫗岻 at any arbitrary time 
instant. For a system in equilibrium, we define state probability 喧珍 "岫倹" 噺 "ど┸ ┼ ┸ 計嫗岻 as 
the probability of the system in state 倹 at any arbitrary time instant. Therefore, 喧珍 can 
be obtained as 喧珍 噺" 犯芸珍""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""倹 噺 ど芸珍 髪 "迎珍"""""""""""""""倹 噺 な┸┼ ┸ 計嫗┻                                     (40) 
These probabilities can now be used to find the usual QoS parameters. Therefore, 
by definition, the packet blocking probability can be expressed as 鶏喋嫗 噺 喧懲嫦 ┻                                                    (41) 
 
Table 2: RSU Parameters 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The average number of packets in the system can be obtained as 
Parameter Notation Value 
RSU data rate 穴追眺聴腸 27 Mbps [24][9] 
RSU packet service rate 航眺聴腸 穴追眺聴腸 岫鶏聴エ 抜 ぱ岻 packets/s 
RSU max. operational power 鶏暢凋諜 ぬど激 [24] 
Min. operational power 鶏暢彫朝 鶏托代凧 な┻ぬのねぱエ   [5] 
Transmit power 鶏痛眺聴腸 鶏托代凧 伐 鶏托瀧択""[5] 
Energy for wake-up overhead 継摘墜眺聴腸  ど┻どなばの 蛍 [9] 
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軽嫗 噺 デ 倹懲嫦珍退怠 喧珍                                              (42) 
Using Littles Theorem, the average packet delay is obtained as 激嫗 噺 朝嫦膏旺"岫な伐牒遁嫦 "岻                                               (43) 
Since a fraction 鶏喋嫗  of the arrivals is blocked due to the buffer overflow at the RSU, 
the utilisation of the system can be obtained as 戟嫗 噺 膏嫗"隙博岫な 伐 鶏喋嫗 "岻                                         (44) 
The gross transmission energy savings of a RSU per hour through sleep cycles is 
expressed as 継直追墜鎚鎚眺聴腸 噺 岫な 伐 戟嫗岻 ゲ 鶏痛琢託濁 ゲ ぬはどど                                 (45) 
where 鶏痛眺聴腸 denotes the transmitter power of the RSU, as given in Table 2. The 
model developed for the RSU is generic and thus has expressions for packet 
blocking, delay and utilisation as well. For burst accumulation / traffic shaping, the 
RSU buffer should be very large, which is taken into account in the whole paper. 
Note that the blocking constraint (0.05) is there at the cluster head but not at the 
RSU. In RSU the blocking experienced is zero in the simulation for any case. 
 
The energy model utilised in the paper is based on [31] where the energy per bit 
(in the transmission state) can be determined, if required, as the ratio between the 
transmitter power and the data rate [9]. The maximum operational power and 
minimum operational power (during sleep cycles) are also given in Table 2. The total 
energy overhead of a RSU in an hour depends upon two parameters, (i) wake-up 
overhead associated with each sleep cycle (継栂墜眺聴腸) and (ii) the number of times the 
RSU sleeps and wakes up, i.e. sleep count (軽聴嫗). The value of wake-up overhead, 継栂墜眺聴腸 (see Table 2), accounts for system initialisation, frequency management, 
synchronisation, routing table updates etc. [9]. Since 軽聴嫗 becomes a large quantity in 
an hour compared to 継栂墜眺聴腸, it plays a dominant part in the transmission energy 
efficiency of a RSU. Analytically 軽聴嫗 can be obtained as 軽聴嫗 噺" 岫槌轍袋追轍岻ゲ戴滞待待聴違                                                                (46) 
Considering the wake-up overhead for the RSU, the net transmission energy savings 
per hour through sleep cycles can be obtained as 継津勅痛眺聴腸 噺 岫な 伐 戟拍岻 ゲ 鶏痛眺聴腸 ゲ ぬはどど 伐 岫継栂墜眺聴腸 ゲ軽聴嫗岻                           (47) 
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Since each wake-up process of an RSU incurs energy overhead [9], the sleep count 
for sleep cycles should be reduced to achieve maximum energy savings. 
 
Note that the vehicles generate requests, which are routed to the roadside unit 
(RSU) through cluster head vehicles. Thus, the arrival process of the packet stream 
at the cluster head is Poisson distributed. However, due to the different packet sizes, 
the output traffic of the cluster heads are General distributed (at the RSU). Thus, we 
developed a Generic model, which is complex. The same model can be applicable to 
the ordinary case of Poisson distributed traffic and correspondingly the generic 
model can be simplified as well. 
 
 
6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the RSU in terms of average 
packet delay (激嫗), sleep count (軽聴嫗) and energy savings (継津勅痛眺聴腸) for each type of sleep 
cycles discussed in Section 5-A. Note that the model of the RSU has expressions for 
packet blocking probability, delay and utilisation. For burst accumulation / traffic 
shaping, the RSU buffer should be very large, which is taken into account in the 
whole paper. In addition, note that the blocking constraint (0.05) is there at the 
cluster head but not at the RSU. In RSU, the blocking experienced is negligible for 
any case. We verified this through extensive simulation cases. 
 
Hence, the packet blocking probability at the CH is also the end-to-end packet 
blocking probability, which was maintained within the のガ bound (鶏喋 "判 ど┻どの) by 
introducing sleep cycles type-II in Section 4-B. As mentioned earlier an acceptable 
end-to-end individual packet delay 経陳銚掴帳態帳  (i.e. ぬに"兼嫌 [11]) is to be maintained to 
successfully deliver audio-conferencing. Therefore, first we need to find the 
maximum individual packet delay at the CH (経陳銚掴寵張 ) so that the maximum allowable 
individual packet delay at the RSU (経陳銚掴眺聴腸  ) can be obtained and accordingly energy 
savings at the RSU (継津勅痛眺聴腸) can be maximised. 
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Figure 9. Individual packet delay at the CH for maximum number of vehicles. 
 
Figure 9 shows that all the packets experienced less than なは┻の"兼嫌 delay at the CH. 
Moreover considering the data rate of the RSU, the service time for the largest 
packet (1500 bytes [20]) is 簡 "ど┻の 兼嫌. Therefore, 経陳銚掴眺聴腸   is set to なの"兼嫌 to maximise 
energy savings at the RSU. 
 
A. Model validation for sleep cycles type-III, type-IV, type-V, type-VI at the RSU 
Without loss of generality, the packet arrival pdf at the RSU can be analytical 
bounded by an envelope of exponential pdf if we consider the worst case scenario 
(i.e. the maximum number of vehicles) to predict the bound on average packet delay 
and energy savings. We estimate the upper bound on average packet delay to 
maintain strict QoS. Since energy savings is inversely related to the QoS, the 
proposed model predicts a (marginally) lower bound on energy savings. The sleep 
pdfs for the different types of sleep cycles have already been discussed in Section 5-
A. 
 
With the parameters specified in Table 2 and 経陳銚掴眺聴腸 噺 なの"兼嫌, the performance, in 
terms of average packet delay and energy savings, of sleep cycles type-III and type-
IV are respectively evaluated for minimum, average and maximum number of 
vehicles, as shown in Figure 10(a), Figure 10(b), Figure 10(c) and Figure 10(d). 
Noticeably, the average packet delay decreases with increase in load because the 
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RSU sleeps for a shorter duration and switches to sleep mode less frequently 
resulting in a lower average packet waiting time. However as expected, energy 
savings decrease with an increase in load. In the case of sleep cycles type-IV, 
marginally lower average packet delay was achieved compared to the case of sleep 
cycles type-III. The explanation for this is discussed in Section 6-B. 
 
(a) Average packet delay (sleep cycles type-III).  (b)  Energy savings (sleep cycles type-III). 
 
 
(c) Average packet delay (sleep cycles type-IV).  (d)  Energy savings (sleep cycles type-IV). 
 
(e) Average packet delay (sleep cycles type-V).  (f)  Energy savings (sleep cycles type-V). 
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(g) Average packet delay (sleep cycles type-VI).  (h)  Energy savings (sleep cycles type-VI). 
 
Figure 10. Model validation. 
 
With 経陳銚掴眺聴腸 噺 なの"兼嫌, the highest 激嫗 observed with sleep cycles type-III was など"兼嫌 
(in simulations). Hence, we set 10 ms average packet delay as a reference value. 
We use this to obtain the parameter 詣" 噺 "ね for type-V and VI for a fair comparison, 
as shown in Appendix B. It is evident that the results in Figure 10 for the different 
types of sleep cycles are nearly identical since we have chosen the parameters 
equivalent to each other (for type-III and type-V). The trends of average packet delay 
and energy savings in the case of sleep cycles type-V and VI (see Figure 10(e), 
Figure 10(f), Figure 10(g) and Figure 10(h)) are similar to that of type-III and IV. 
 
B. Performance of sleep cycles type-III, type-IV, type-V, type-VI at the RSU 
We evaluate the performance of the RSU in terms of average packet delay and 
energy savings for different types of sleep cycles (type-I to type-VI). With 経陳銚掴眺聴腸 噺なの"兼嫌, the highest average packet delay (激嫗) observed with sleep cycles type-III 
was など"兼嫌 (in simulations). Hence, we set など"兼嫌 average packet delay as a 
reference value to obtain the parameters 鯨違 噺 なな"兼嫌 for type-I, and 詣 噺 ね for type-V 
and VI for fair comparison, as shown in Appendix B. 
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(a) Average packet delay at the RSU.                          (b) Sleep percentage at the RSU. 
 
 
(c) Sleep count (overhead) at the RSU. 
 
Figure 11. Performance of the RSU for sleep cycles type-I to type-VI. 
 
Figure 11(a) shows the average packet delay at the RSU for sleep cycles type-I to 
type-VI for varying hourly vehicular load. At low traffic, all types of sleep cycles agree 
in terms of average packet delay due to the constraint introduced in the parameters 
requiring the average packet delay not to exceed a specific value. In the case of 
sleep cycles type-I, 激嫗 remains mostly unaffected throughout the day as the average 
hourly sleep durations are set to maximise energy savings. Therefore, the sleep 
duration is a function of the vehicular traffic density to yield maximum energy savings 
while maintaining a certain QoS. For example, at low vehicular traffic, longer sleep 
duration should be implemented to save maximum energy and vice versa. A detailed 
discussion can be found in Appendix B. In the case of sleep cycles type-II, the RSU 
becomes immediately available from sleep when a packet arrives, which means 
type-II follows the traffic. Therefore, 激嫗 in this case is very low (around"ど┻なぬ 伐ど┻なの"兼嫌) throughout the day, as it only reflects the service duration or waiting, due to 
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congestion at some instances. With sleep cycles type-III, 激嫗 reaches a maximum of など"兼嫌 during off-peak hours because the first packet in each burst waits 経陳銚掴眺聴腸 . 
However, 激嫗 decreases during peak hours due to the following. As the frequent 
packet arrivals from large bursts, the waiting times of the majority of packets within a 
burst is low compared to the case of off-peak hours where the burst size is much 
smaller. This results in a lower average packet delay compared to the case of off-
peak hours. This trend is also reflected in the sleep pdf of sleep cycles type-III 
(Figure 6(a)) where a higher number of vehicles caused the RSU to sleep for shorter 
durations compared to the case of lower number of vehicles. In the case of sleep 
cycles type-IV, the RSU does not switch to sleep mode until the buffer is empty 
unlike the case of sleep cycles type-III. Due to the lower waiting times for newly 
arrived packets (while the RSU was in service), 激旺 is lower compared to the case of 
sleep cycles type-III especially during the peak hours. This mechanism allows the 
RSU to achieve lower 激嫗 while sleeping longer with a minimum duration of 経陳銚掴眺聴腸 . In 
the case of sleep cycles type-V, the RSU during off-peak hours takes a considerably 
longer time to accumulate 詣" 噺 "ね packets. Therefore, 激嫗 during off-peak hours is 
significantly higher compared with its value at the peak hours. Sleep cycles type-VI 
achieve marginal improvements in 激旺 as both type-V and VI are time independent 
and are governed by the number of accumulated packets. The marginal 
improvement is due to the fact that the RSU, while in service, continues to serve until 
the buffer is empty before switching to sleep mode. 
 
Without any packet blocking all packets are eventually served. Therefore, the time 
to sleep is a function of the traffic pattern only i.e. the ratio of the gaps to the 
packets. Therefore, all sleep cycles result in the same sleep percentage. It is also to 
be noted that normal servers either serve or remain in idle state, whereas in this 
case the RSU either sleeps or serves. The gross energy savings (継直追墜鎚鎚眺聴腸 ) at the RSU 
are inversely proportional to the utilisation, as shown in (50), but directly proportional 
to the sleep percentage. The sleep percentage denotes the proportion of time the 
RSU has been in sleep mode. The sleep percentage, as can be seen in Figure 
11(b), is identical for all types of sleep cycles because the number of packets served 
and the data rate of the RSU remain same in all types. Thus, the gross energy 
savings 継直追墜鎚鎚眺聴腸  (without considering any sleep overhead) are equal in each type. 
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However, the net energy savings (継津勅痛眺聴腸), considering sleep overhead, vary with 
different types of sleep cycles due to the variation in the respective sleep count (軽聴). 
Since, each wake-up incurs energy overhead 継栂墜眺聴腸 (see Table 2), the sleep count 軽聴 
contributes negatively towards the net energy savings (継津勅痛眺聴腸(52)). Revisiting the 
timing diagram in Figure 5 shows that each type of sleep cycles arranges the service 
and sleep mode uniquely, which would result in different 軽聴嫗 for each type. 
 
In sleep cycles type-I, 軽聴嫗 decreases marginally during peak hours because the 
RSU switches to sleep less often. In sleep cycles type-II, the RSU wakes up at each 
packet arrival and switches back to sleep mode after service. This results in 
significantly higher sleep count compared to the other types as these types of sleep 
cycles follow packet-level traffic variation. Due to the time based burst accumulation, 
sleep cycles type-III reduce the sleep count significantly compared to sleep cycles 
type-II. Compared to sleep cycles type-I, sleep cycles type-III achieve lower 軽聴嫗 
during off-peak hours due to the following reasons: In sleep cycles type-I, the RSU 
remains in sleep mode for a fixed time duration regardless of packet arrivals or their 
waiting durations. On the contrary, the RSU in sleep cycles type-III remains in sleep 
mode until the first arrived packet of a burst has waited for a certain duration. This 
enables the RSU to switch to sleep mode infrequently compared to the case of sleep 
cycles type-I, however for longer durations. During peak hours, the mean sleep 
duration of sleep cycles type-III (see Figure 6(a)) closely matches that of the mean 
sleep duration of sleep cycle type-I (i.e. なな"兼嫌), which results in a similar 軽聴嫗. With 
sleep cycles type-IV, the sleep count decreases considerably compared to sleep 
cycles type-III during the day because the RSU does not switch to sleep mode until 
the buffer is empty (as discussed earlier, see Figure 8). In sleep cycles type-V, the 
time to form a burst of 詣 packets decreases with an increase in load, which in turn 
increases 軽聴嫗 compared to sleep cycles type-III and IV. A lower 軽聴嫗 is achieved during 
the day in sleep cycles type-VI compared to sleep cycles type-V. This is because the 
RSU does not switch to sleep mode until the buffer is empty. For a detailed 
description of sleep cycles types, please refer to Section 5-A. 
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Figure 12. Net energy savings at the RSU. 
 
Taking 軽聴嫗 for sleep cycles type-I to type-VI and 継栂墜眺聴腸 (see Table 2) into account, 
Figure 12 shows the hourly net energy savings 継津勅痛眺聴腸  at the RSU. Sleep cycles type-I 
achieve maximum energy savings of にな┻ぱ"倦蛍 with an average of なば┻は"倦蛍 (はに┻ぬガ) 
throughout the day, though it decreases during peak hours to なぬ┻ね"倦蛍. With sleep 
cycles type-II, the energy savings become negative (伐のば┻のガ"on average) during the 
majority of the day due to the high switching overhead (see Figure 11(c)). The 
negative energy savings indicate that the RSU with sleep cycles type-II consume 
more energy compared to the RSU without any sleep cycle. This reiterates the fact 
that although these types of sleep cycles improve the average packet delay, they are 
not suitable for an entity like an RSU due to the high associated switching overhead. 
Sleep cycles type-III and type-IV significantly improve the average energy savings 
(はは┻ぱガ and はぱ┻にガ, respectively) compared to sleep cycles type-II. Although the 
improvement in energy savings of type IV compared to type I is only などガ, the 
improvement in average packet delay is substantial (i.e. にぱガ). Due to the very high 
switching overhead (at peak hour) associated with sleep cycles type-V, the energy 
savings become negative (の┻ば"倦蛍). The mechanism of sleep cycles type-VI improves 
the energy savings compared to sleep cycles type-V and achieves positive energy 
savings throughout the day. For example, the average energy savings achieved 
through sleep cycles type-VI is ねぬ┻ねガ"compared to ぬね┻ねガ in the case of sleep cycles 
type-V.
 
Table 3 illustrates a summary of the comparisons of these sleep cycles based on our 
work.
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Table 3 
COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF SLEEP CYCLES. 
 
Sleep 
mechanism 
Energy saving Delay 
Sleep count (for 
overhead) 
1. Random (type-I) 
Parameters of the sleep cycles 
can be adjusted to produce the 
same results of IV and VI since 
I, IV and VI do not sleep if there 
is a packet to serve 
Comparable to III,IV with a 
suitably chosen sleep 
parameter; identical to II 
without sleep 
Better than II but is 
comparable to III,IV with a 
suitably chosen sleep 
parameter 
2. Follow traffic 
(type-II) 
Worst among all for energy 
savings as sleep is interrupted 
with every arriving packets 
Best among all six for delay
Highest sleep to wakeup 
overhead as the entity 
wakes up at every arriving 
packet 
3. Time based 
(type-III) 
Can  be made  identical to  V by 
selecting a suitable time that 
generates a burst of 軽"packets 
Can be made identical to V 
by selecting suitable time 
that generates a burst of 軽 
packets 
Better than all except IV; 
comparable to I in some 
cases 
4. Modified  time 
based (type-IV) 
IV gives worse saving than III 
as it does not continue sleep 
after serving the last packet in 
burst 
IV gives better delay than III
III yields less sleep count 
than IV 
5. Length based 
(type-V) 
Can  be made  identical to III by 
selecting 軽 that is accumulated 
in time 建 
Can be made identical to III 
by selecting suitable number 
of packets that are 
accumulated in a given time
Dependent on traffic; thus 
can be made identical to III 
by selecting 軽 that is 
accumulated in time 建 
6. Modified length 
based (type-VI) 
VI gives better energy savings 
than V as it also serves the 
additional packets that arrive in 
service state thereby reducing 
VI gives better delay than V
VI yields lower sleep count 
than V 
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the sleep count 
 
 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, we introduced five different types of sleep cycles for energy savings 
at the roadside unit. Each type of sleep cycles arranges the service and sleep 
sequences distinctively which yields different levels of energy savings and average 
packet delay. Note that the sleep cycles are tuneable parameters of the RSU, which 
can be either pre-programmed (remotely) or auto-programmed. The wake-up over 
head depends upon the entity being put to sleep mode. Depending upon the 
bulkiness of the entity e.g. BS/RSU/CH, the wake-up overhead varies. Since sleep 
cycles type-I and II are applied at the cluster-head (vehicle) which performs very 
limited tasks, the over-head is negligible. On the contrary, the RSU performs 
synchronisation tasks with the cluster head and base station. Thus, we considered 
wake up overhead at the RSU. We have performed detailed simulation study and 
found that sleep cycles-I incurs significant overhead if applied at the RSU. The effect 
is more detrimental with sleep cycles type-II since it exactly follows the traffic. As can 
be concluded Sleep Cycles Type-II (Follow the traffic) are best for delay (QoS) and 
worst for energy savings. Sleep Cycles Type-I (Random), Type-IV (Modified time 
based burst accumulation), and Type-VI (Modified length based burst accumulation) 
can be made identical in operation by selecting suitable parameters. Unmodified 
versions i.e. Type-III (Time based burst accumulation) and Type-V (Length based 
burst accumulation) save more energy (i.e. sleep after serving a burst) and have 
worse delay (QoS) compared to their modified versions. Furthermore, Type-V 
(Length based burst accumulation) is a good strategy from the QoS perspective 
since the sleep duration is a function of traffic. At high (low) traffic, the packets are 
collected fast (slow) resulting in lower (higher) average packet delay and lower 
(higher) energy savings. Whereas, Type-III (Time based burst accumulation) is a 
good strategy from the energy savings perspective since a fixed time window means 
that the sleep mechanism adapts to traffic. It is also contained from the QoS 
perspective as the average packet delay is less sensitive to the traffic. 
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Average energy savings of はは┻ぱガ and はぱ┻にガ were achieved in sleep cycles type-III 
and type-IV, respectively. Although the improvement in energy savings of type IV 
compared to type I is only などガ, the improvement in average packet delay is 
substantial (i.e. にぱガ). Due to the very high switching overhead (at peak hour) 
associated with sleep cycles type-V, the energy savings become negative even 
though only ぬ┻ひ"兼嫌 average packet delay was achieved throughout the day. Sleep 
cycles type-VI alleviated the negative energy savings while marginally improving the 
average packet delay. For example, the average energy savings achieved through 
sleep cycles type-VI is ねぬ┻ねガ compared to ぬね┻ねガ in the case of sleep cycles type-V. 
These improvements are achieved under a very stringent QoS bound, which 
indicates the suitability and generality of our proposed sleep mechanisms. Based on 
our findings in this paper, it can be concluded that each type of sleep cycles exhibits 
a few advantages and disadvantages. If the aim is to achieve the best QoS 
regardless of maximising energy savings, sleep cycles type-VI is ideal. On the other 
hand, if the aim is to maximise energy savings while maintaining the required QoS, 
sleep cycles type-IV should be adopted. Thus, it is inferred that the time based burst 
accumulation (type-III and IV) overall performs better in terms of energy savings. On 
the other hand, the length based burst accumulation (type-V and VI) overall 
outperforms the time based burst accumulation, in terms of QoS. 
 
It is to be noted that most of the short range communication devices are now 
deploying some kind of sleep mechanisms to save energy and reduce carbon 
emission. With the evolution of the network and its convergence towards Internet of 
Things (IoT), the traffic is becoming localised and highly heterogeneous. In such 
scenarios, the devices can improve their energy efficiency with the chosen types of 
sleep cycles according to the traffic characteristics. These sleep algorithms would be 
auto programmed in the devices. For example, in case of safety messages, sleep 
cycles type-II is ideal as it exactly follows traffic. The practical limitation of such 
mechanisms lies in their electronic design, which determines the wakeup overhead 
in terms of latency, energy or any other concern. With the fast evolution of flash 
devices, we expect the above limitation to be negligible in the near future. 
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APPENDIX A 
 
ANALYSIS OF INTER ARRIVAL TIME OF THE PACKETS AT THE RSU 
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The packet arrivals at the cluster head consists of requests from individual 
vehicles. The requests from individual vehicles are Poisson distributed. As a result, 
the aggregated traffic stream at a cluster head is Poisson distributed. Now, the 
packet size distribution is not random (non-Poisson). Thus the output of the cluster 
head is treated as General distributed. Under light load condition, the output of the 
CH is Poisson distributed as the packet service time is small compared to the arrival 
gap. As the gap decreases with increase in load, the irregularity increases. These 
are shown in the subsequent figures (Figure 13(a), Figure 13(b), Figure 13(c)). Thus, 
a General distribution is appropriate to represent the traffic stream. Figure 13 shows 
the inter-arrival time (IAT) pdfs of packets arriving at the RSU for varying number of 
vehicles within a cluster. With sleep cycles type-II at CHs, a CH wakes up as soon 
as a packet arrives and switches to sleep mode as soon as it finishes serving the 
packet. Thus sleep cycles type-II are transparent to packet departure process. 
Therefore, the IAT pdf with minimum vehicles is shaped only by the packet service 
discipline. With minimum vehicles, the IAT of the packets is large. Hence, the packet 
size and in turn packet service time (which is General distributed) has little impact on 
IAT pdf. As a result, the IAT pdf with minimum vehicles follows Negative Exponential 
distribution as shown in Figure 13(a). With a higher number of vehicles, the IAT of 
the packets becomes smaller. Therefore, the General distributed service time of the 
packets governs the IAT pdf. Thus, the IAT pdf becomes General distributed as 
shown in Figure 13(b) and Figure 13(c). 
 
(a) Min. no. of vehicles within a cluster.                          (b) Avg. no. of vehicles within a cluster. 
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(c) Max. no. of vehicles within a cluster. 
 
Figure 13. Inter-arrival time (IAT) pdf at the RSU. 
 
 
APPENDIX B 
 
DETERMINATION OF 傘拍 AND 鯖 FOR SLEEP CYCLES TYPE-I AND TYPE-V 
 
To determine the mean sleep duration (鯨違) and the number of accumulated packets 
(詣) for sleep cycles type-I and V respectively, we vary them individually to study their 
impact on the average packet delay in each case. The average packet delay for both 
sleep cycles types is evaluated with minimum, average and maximum number of 
vehicles, as shown in Figure 14. 
 
With increase in the mean sleep duration for sleep cycles type-I, the RSU sleeps 
for a longer duration within a sleep cycle resulting in a higher waiting time for the 
packets that arrive during a sleep cycle. Therefore, the average packet delay 
increases with the mean sleep duration as shown in Figure 14(a). Once the RSU 
switches to sleep mode, it remains in that mode until the sleep duration elapses, 
regardless of the number of waiting packets or their waiting durations. Hence, the 
average packet delay remains the same under different loads for a given 鯨違. From the 
figure, it can be noted that the average packet delay of sleep cycles type-I reaches 
the reference value of など"兼嫌 with an average sleep duration of なな"兼嫌. Therefore 鯨違 is 
set to なな"兼嫌 for the performance analysis in Section 6-B. 
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With the increase in the number of accumulated packets in the case of sleep 
cycles type-V, the RSU sleeps for a longer duration within a sleep cycle. This results 
in a higher waiting time for the arrived packets during that sleep cycle. Therefore, the 
average packet delay increases with the number of accumulated packets as shown 
in Figure 14(b). However unlike the case of sleep cycles type-I, the number of 
accumulated packets here depends upon the packet arrival intensity, which is load 
dependent. Thus, the steepness of the increase in average packet delay 
considerably varies with minimum, average and maximum number of vehicles in 
sleep cycles type-V. Since with the minimum number of vehicles (i.e. low load), the 
time required to accumulate a specific number of packets is highest compared to 
average and maximum number of vehicles, hence the steepness is the highest, as 
shown in Figure 14b, resulting in significantly higher average packet delay. From the 
figure, it can also be noted that the average packet delay of sleep cycles type-V 
exceeds the reference value of など"兼嫌 when 詣 lies between 3 to 4. Therefore, the 
nearest integer is chosen and set 詣" 噺 "ね for the performance analysis in Section 6-B 
for fair comparison. 
 
(a) Sleep cycles type-I.                                           (b) Sleep cycles type-V. 
 
Figure 14. Average packet delay for sleep cycles type-I and type-V with varying mean 
sleep duration (鯨違) and accumulated packets (詣). 
